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• give feedback

  • to the experimental collaborations: on the impact of their analyses phenomenological studies, and how to possibly refine them

  • to all: on progress of theory predictions (including simulation tools) to make the most of the LHC data
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- Improve on existing recasting chain, e.g. addressing
  - availability of digitised information, cutflows needed for validation
  - availability of detector performance data incl. identification, trigger, tagging efficiencies
- Go beyond existing limit setting procedure (e.g. signal correlation matrices, simplified likelihoods for BSM searches)
- What part do simplified models have to play and how can they be improved?
- Go beyond recasting cut based analyses by recasting MVA/BDT-based results
- Inclusion of Standard Model analyses and measurements
- The current status of data preservation frameworks
- Streamline information availability for BSM searches with unusual final state topologies (e.g. long lived particles)
Forum’s activities to date, and links

- Forum mailing list:
  

- First meeting (138 registrations):
  - https://indico.cern.ch/event/525142/

- Les Houches Analysis Description Accord Working Meeting:
  - https://indico.cern.ch/event/572170/

- Forum twiki page:
  - https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/InterpretingLHCresults

- For the future, plan 2-3 yearly meetings
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- review a variety of interpretation studies that may give feedback to the collaborations about the use of their results
- bring into the discussion the SM and top analysis groups of ATLAS & CMS
- discuss what are open issues for recasting and how to go on
- learn more of ATLAS and CMS plans on how they’ll present the Run-2 results
message from the ATLAS and CMS physics coordinators

T.Carli and D.Tovey (ATLAS), J.Alcaraz Maestre and S.Rahatlou (CMS)
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Optimal presentation of search results is a topic of active discussion within the experiments and also more broadly within the wider community, as demonstrated by this series of workshops and other initiatives.

Decisions on how best to present results will be taken by the collaborations themselves in discussion with the theoretical community. We very much welcome the development of new ideas where they can improve the efficiency with which complex results can be communicated to the wider community.

Given the complexity of the problem the timescale for possible widespread adoption of new ideas by the collaborations will be beyond that of the forthcoming results based on 2016 data. The main focus of these developments should therefore be on presentation of final results from Run-2 and beyond.